Imagine

a panther, stealing through the grasses,
eyes trained, stomach grazing the
ground, muscles rippling.
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Now imagine

a trailer that mimics this grace and brawn. It’s powerful
but safe. Strong, but easy to use. It’s agile. Its bed lies
flat against the ground or slopes at a gentle angle.
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FlatTrak
emerging
FlatTrak imagined

When the original airbag lift

It was late 2015, early 2016. A dealer tour

signed a new trailer two years

had set our Belmont minds churning with

later using a hydraulic system

designs and dreams of a new trailer–one

with urethane suspension.

system didn’t succeed, we de-

that would answer the low-clearance
drop-deck deficit in the trailer universe.
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2015

2016

2017

FlatTrak running
Then in 2021, a new prototype hit the test track. When it debuted at
the NATDA show in Nashville, this new design captured the interest
of dealers all over the country. With an all-new, battery-powered
hydraulics system and torsion bar suspension, the FlatTrak brings
unprecedented convenience and sleek, new possibilities to lowclearance, low-grip loading. Join the revolution.
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Though air and cable
designs work well,
you’ll find that the
hydraulics lift system
has a robustness
that’s hard to match.

Safety first

No more
ramping
FlatTrak eliminates

If you’re in business, you take

ramps. With Flat-

safety seriously. With Flat-

Trak’s gentle or

Trak’s flat and low-clearance

no-slope clearance,

options, you can say goodbye

ramp disasters are

to dangerous situations

history. It’s quicker.

and send your employees

It’s

home injury-free.

easier, it’s safer,
it’s more efficient.

FCH8018
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FlatTrak:
a trailer
for you

We designed this trailer with you, the customer, in mind.
We care about the details, and not just the mechanical
details either. FlatTrak’s high-quality signature paint
color, diamond plate fenders, and grommet-mounted
LED lights showcase FlatTrak’s seamless qualities
in a stunning aesthetic package.

What you get with FlatTrak’s High Tensile Frame
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 3/16” Steel Diamond
Plate Deck

 Innovative Torsion
Bar Suspension

 2 5/16” Adjustable
Coupler

 High-Quality Urethane
Paint Primer and Topcoat

 80” Clear Deck
Width

 14ga Diamond
Plate Fenders

 12K Top Wind, Bolt-on
Drop Leg Jack

 Sealed Phillips
Modular Wiring Harness

 Durable Anti-Slip
Deck Coating

 Mod Wheels
and Radial Tires

 Dexter Self-Adjusting
Electric Brakes

 Grommet-Mounted
LED Lights

Choose your FlatTrak
Our 8 models fall into 2 main categories: the rigid A-frame series and the knuckled A-frame series. The rigid
A-frame design (FRH series) provides a super low-load angle while the knuckled A-frame design (FCH series)
allows the trailer bed to lie flat on the ground.
(ESTIMATED)

(ESTIMATED)

Model

GVWR

Empty Weight

Bed Size

Tilt Angle

FRH7212

7,000

2,600

72” x 12’

4.8 Deg

FRH8014

14,000

3,400

80” x 14’

4.3 Deg

FRH8018

14,000

3,900

80” x 18’

3.5 Deg

FRH8022

14,000

4,400

80” x 22’

3 Deg

FCH7212

7,000

2,700

72” x 12’

0 Deg

FCH8014

14,000

3,500

80” x 14’

0 Deg

 Weld On D-Rings

FCH8018

14,000

4,000

80” x 18’

0 Deg

 Onboard Battery
Charger

FCH8022

14,000

4,500

80” x 22’

0 Deg

Rigid
A-Frame
Series

 Lockable A-Frame
Toolbox

Knuckled
A-Frame
Series

(single axle pair)

(Single axle pair)

*Designs and specifications subject to change without prior notice
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Choose
your best fit
FlatTrak is not the one-size-fits-all
type! We offer a variety of bed sizes,
weights, carrying load capacities,
and tilt angles among the FlatTrak
models. With these options of
sizes and capabilities, you get to
choose the profile that best fits
you. Depending on what you
unload, a little help from gravity
with a gentle slope might actually
suit you better than all out flat.

But there’s more
At Belmont, we delight in offering creative additions with
our products to make your experience even better.

• Additional D-Rings • Front Rock Guard • 12k Hydraulic Jack • Adjustable Pintle Ring
Solar Panel
• Lodar Wireless Remote • Winch Mount • Aluminum Wheels • 5-Watt
Charger
• Spare Tire Mount
• 30” Solid Sides • Spare Tire and Wheel
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What you’ll
love about the
FlatTrak
Agile as a cat
This agile cat’s hydraulic lift cylinders
travel extra far. The bed lifts high, so
high in fact that you won’t have trouble
with the fenders interfering. Watch
the FlatTrak get to work, stretching
its lean frame to lie flat or lift high.

A smooth experience
Who doesn’t love a sleek ride? Each
wheel of the FlatTrak has its own independent suspension adding a nice touch
of smooth to your ride. You won’t look
back.
FCH8022

Fender clearance for real
FRH8018

Do you enjoy parking in a tight space
and being forced to squeeze out to avoid
scratching the door? The FlatTrak’s
hydraulic lift cylinders offer an increased
bed height, giving your door a clear open
over the trailer wheel fenders.

Life without loading
head-aches
Whether you haul stump grinders,
sweepers, man lifts, or compact
rollers, or unload your trailers using
forklifts or pallet jacks, a trailer that
lies flat is wonderful news.
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Heavyweight
championship

Torsion
gains

Testing and warranties
We recognized that the FlatTrak’s pretty young and doesn’t have

Does your hulking low-clearance

Beautiful simplicity. With

the benefit of long user experience. So we submitted the FlatTrak

equipment need transportation?

torsion suspension, you

to vigorous, independent third-party testing for design, durability,

Rest easy. You can haul your

don’t have to meddle with

and workmanship. Hence, the FlatTrak has many miles under its

heavy equipment without

shackles, leaf springs, or

belt, likely more miles than you will cover for many years.

qualms. FlatTrak’s GVWR of

u-bolts–all those nitty-gritty

14,000 pounds on most models

parts that beg for mainte-

while giving you the peace of mind to know that you’re covered in

gives you a higher max than

nance somewhere down the

case something goes wrong.

most trailers in the industry.

road. That means practically

Our one-year warranty can help you enjoy your new FlatTrak

no maintenance, except by
chance the bearings, and
those are easy to replace.

FCH7212

1x
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FlatTrak
transforming
FlatTrak–Helping to transform
your loading experiences from
dangerous and frustrating
to easy, smooth, and safe. No
matter what you’re moving,
the FlatTrak will show it off. It’s
not just a trailer, it’s a wildcat!

Toward
the future
FlatTrak imagined. That wasn’t
just one stage, that’s our mindset. At Belmont, we love to
dream up new ways to improve
what we make. Our products
constantly evolve. FlatTrak is no
exception. Stay tuned!

FCH8014

1x

2x

Flat on
the ground

3x

4x

5x

Full lift
height
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We used the prototype FlatTrak trailer to deliver
“
over 500 one-ton pallets of coal this past winter.
This trailer has been an extreme time saver and my
delivery guys do not want to go through another
busy coal delivery season without the FlatTrak.
Ben Fisher – Dutchman Stove &
Chimney, LLC Fort Plain, NY

”

Come see us!
Whether you’re ready to make a FlatTrak your own, or you’d
just like to see the FlatTrak in action, we’d love to meet you.

BELMONT TRAILERS • 40 Hess Road, Leola, PA 17540 • United States • 1.800.380.2404
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